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Abstract: At present, the database cache model of power information system
has problems such as slow running speed and low database hit rate. To this
end, this paper proposes a database cache model for power information
systems based on deep machine learning. The caching model includes program
caching, Structured Query Language (SQL) preprocessing, and core caching
modules. Among them, the method to improve the efficiency of the statement
is to adjust operations such as multi-table joins and replacement keywords in
the SQL optimizer. Build predictive models using boosted regression trees in
the core caching module. Generate a series of regression tree models using
machine learning algorithms. Analyze the resource occupancy rate in the
power information system to dynamically adjust the voting selection of the
regression tree. At the same time, the voting threshold of the prediction model
is dynamically adjusted. By analogy, the cache model is re-initialized. The
experimental results show that the model has a good cache hit rate and
cache efficiency, and can improve the data cache performance of the power
information system. It has a high hit rate and short delay time, and always
maintains a good hit rate even under different computer memory; at the same
time, it only occupies less space and less CPU during actual operation, which
is beneficial to power The information system operates efficiently and quickly.

Keywords: Deep machine learning; power information system; database; cache
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1 Introduction

With the advent of the era of big data, the informatization level of electric power enterprises has
maintained an upward trend, and various business systems have emerged as the times require. Power
information systems are facing huge system access pressure and massive data storage pressure [1,2].
Only a database with powerful data storage and read and write capabilities can improve the efficiency
of power information systems [3]. Not only does the infrastructure need to remain the same, but the
database needs to be accessed more efficiently. Data caching can reduce the application program’s
access to physical data sources, improve the efficiency of database access, and even the entire power
information system.
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The current analysis of database cache mainly focuses on data blocks or data sets [4–6]. Literature
[7] proposed a database cache model based on multiple storage environments. This model uses data
compression techniques to optimize caching. However, this method takes up a lot of memory and is
not suitable for TB-level data caches. Literature [8] proposes an information database cache model
based on the Rsdis tool. The model uses the Rsdis tool to build the cache framework and optimize the
cache. However, the certainty of the results returned by this method is poor. If the query result set is
large, memory blockage will occur, and the hit rate will drop rapidly.

Aiming at the above-mentioned problems of slow running speed and low database hit rate, this
paper studies the database cache model of electric power information system based on deep machine
learning. The cache model includes program cache, SQL preprocessing and core cache modules. Build
predictive models using boosted regression trees in the core cache module. A series of regression tree
models are generated using machine learning algorithms for analyzing resource occupancy in power
information systems. According to the dynamic adjustment of the voting threshold of the prediction
model, the re-initialization of the cache model is realized.

2 Database Caching Model of Power Information System Based on Deep Machine Learning

First, the database cache model structure of the overall power information system is constructed
based on deep machine learning. The cache model includes program cache, SQL preprocessing
and core cache modules. Build predictive models using boosted regression trees in the core cache
module. Generate a series of regression tree models using machine learning algorithms. At the same
time, according to the dynamic adjustment of the voting threshold of the prediction model, the re-
initialization of the cache model is realized.

2.1 Overall Model Structure
The buffer module, buffer core module and SQL preprocessing module in power information

system make up the buffer model of power information system database based on deep machine
learning. The overall model structure is shown in Fig. 1.

(1) Program Cache Module

The program cache module is embedded in the relevant background programs of the power
information system. This module is mainly composed of data sharing pool, concurrency control sub-
module and individual identification sub-module. The idea of module editing is aspect-oriented, and
it does not modify the original business system logic while monitoring the module persistence layer.
Paste the time sequence number and individual identification in the corresponding query command
submitted by each user. Appropriate concurrent access strategies are required to ensure a specific level
of transaction isolation. Shared query result set uses data sharing pool [9–11].

(2) SQL Preprocessing Module

SQL preprocessing module is used when parsing and optimizing query statements. The way to
improve the efficiency of statements is to adjust the operation of multi-table joins and keywords
replacement in SQL optimizer. SQL parsing using the parsing engine module reference data dictionary
reference information, ensure that suitable for intelligent forecasting module and business learning to
complete processing work [12].
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Figure 1: Overall model structure

(3) Cache Core Module

The SQL statements introduced in the first-level cache are called by the data query engine. When
dividing different queues in the secondary cache, we need the individual identity document (ID) of
the previous model. Based on the regression tree, the lifting regression tree is used to construct the
original prediction model to calculate the residual of training set. Machine learning algorithm is
used to learn the residual of training set. In the Business Learning Module, the Caching Intelligent
Prediction Submodule searches the same operation node to cache possible queries [13]. The data cache
reads the result set. The cache consistency checking submodule is responsible for synchronizing the
database and cache using fixed algorithms.

(4) Business Process

In the process of system resource allocation, the cache core module is allocated to several terminals
for simultaneous execution using Hadoop technology. The system performance monitoring process is
mainly responsible for the dynamic adjustment of the relevant indicators. Power information system
database cache principle flowchart is shown in Fig. 2.

After the implementation of the database to determine whether the database language belongs to
the DML language. If the result is negative, the database is operated directly. If the result is affirmative,
the next step will be taken. Is the target data in the cache or, if not, in the database and return the result.
If it belongs to the buffer area, the operation is performed in the buffer area and the result is returned.
After completing the above operations and after the results are returned, use intelligence to predict the
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next action. The target data item is transmitted to the cache to determine whether the cache is full or
not. If not, end the cache. If full, end the cache after replacing the data with the LRU algorithm.
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Figure 2: Database cache principle flowchart

2.2 Database Cache Model Based on Boosting Regression Tree
Regression tree is a tree-structured algorithm that describes the basis and belongs to a nonpara-

metric model. A set of training data specified by the electric power information system is continuously
divided into a subset without repetition by using a divide and conquer, top-down learning strategy.
After the division is completed, the output is set as the mean value of the sample responses in each
subset to construct a prediction model. The mathematical model of the regression tree is as follows:

f (x) =
M∑

m=1

zmI (x ∈ Km) (1)

In Eq. (1), M and Km respectively represent the number of subsets in the regression tree model
and the divided subsets. zm and I (x ∈ Km) represent the corresponding mean and indicative function
of the data samples in each subset, respectively. The value is 1 if x ∈ Km, and 0 if x /∈ Km.

Identify a training dataset in a power information system. The training data set N contains
samples (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, · · · , N. Each sample contains 1 output yi and p inputs xi. When building
a regression tree model, it is necessary to find a split point s and a variable x(j) in all input variables of
the database cache model to ensure that the set can be divided into two subsets. At the same time with
minimal error. Eq. (2) is the process of exploring split points and split variables:

min
j,s

⎡
⎣min

c1

∑
xi∈K1(j,s)

(yi − z1)
2 + min

c2

∑
xi∈K2(j,s)

(yi − z2)
2

⎤
⎦ (2)
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K1 (j, s) and K2 (j, s) respectively represent the data samples in subset 1 and subset 2 when the set is
divided. z1 and z2 represent the mean responses of data samples in subset 1 and subset 2, respectively.
Repeat the above process until the termination conditions are met, and finally complete the regression
tree model. Each subset contains less than a fixed number of data samples as a termination condition.

Because the single recursion tree model of power information system has limited prediction
accuracy. Boosting algorithm is proposed to improve the prediction accuracy of regression tree model.
The addition model is used to combine the final model and the forward distribution algorithm is used
to fit a series of regression trees [14]. That is to say, each regression tree model needs a previous model
as its basis. Eq. (3) is the boosted regression tree model:

fT (x) =
G∑

t=0

h (x; at) (3)

T , h (x; at), and at represent the number of regression trees constructed, a single regression tree
model, and the parameters of each regression tree model, respectively.

The prediction model of regression tree was constructed based on regression tree and ascending
regression tree. The machine learning algorithm generates a series of regression tree models and
combines the output averagely.

There is an independent relationship among the regression tree models obtained by machine
learning algorithm. Use Eq. (4) to express regression tree prediction model:

fRF (x) = 1
N

G∑
i=0

h (x; ai) (4)

The number of regression tree models is represented by N.

The stochastic attributes are introduced into the stochastic sampling feature space and sample
space when constructing the belonging models. Therefore, the relativity between recursive tree models
is reduced, and the generalization of the model is reduced, which improves the robustness, efficiency
and accuracy of the model.

The most important model parameter when building a model is the number of regression tree
models N. As the number of regression trees increases, the generalization error of machine learning
converges to the limit and reduces the fitting phenomenon. Increasing the number of regression tree
models can suppress a large amount of noise that may exist in the data and ensure that the model has
good performance. Usually the number of regression trees ranges from hundreds to thousands.

Based on the regression tree prediction model, through the performance detector, the regression
tree prediction model can obtain the operation status of power information system and analyze the
resource occupancy rate. Dynamic adjustment of voting options for regression trees [15].

Assuming you have hit the SQL statement, set it Gn to represent the node. The regression tree is
pruned according to I/O time, memory usage and CPU utilization, and the child nodes obtained after
pruning are represented as follows:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

GI/O = {
gI/O

1 , gI/O
2 , · · · , gI/O

n

}
GM = {

gM
1 , gM

2 , · · · , gM
n

}
GCPU = {

gCPU
1 , gCPU

2 , · · · , gCPU
N

} (5)

If the power information system can maintain normal operation and all resources are available,
then the cache set predicted by regression tree prediction model is represented as GCPU ∪GI/O∪GM . If the
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system central processing unit (CPU) usage exceeds the threshold, the cache collection is represented
as GI/O ∪ GM . According to the above method, the analogy is continued until no more idle resources
can be applied. At this time, the least recently used (LRU) table in the cache area is emptied, and the
cache model is reinitialized.

3 Experimental Analysis and Results

A certain electric power company is taken as the research object and its information system is
called after negotiation. The company is located in a city in central China, mainly responsible for more
than half of the city’s commercial areas, residential areas of power supply and power consumption
management. The actual work includes charging, managing the regional power supply system, power
supply equipment maintenance and some regional line laying. Since its inception in 2009, the annual
increase in turnover has become an important economic support enterprises in the region. The
data required for the experiment is the data with user identification automatically recorded in the
background of the company’s power information system. About 8,000 access records were selected
for 2 days.

The model is applied to the system to verify the performance of the model. The three comparison
models are the database cache model based on multiple storage environments, the information
database cache model based on rsdis tools and a novel adaptive database cache optimization algorithm
based on predictive working sets in cloud environment. Two methods of comparison were derived from
references [7–9].

The main metrics to analyze cache performance include latency, metric hit ratio, and byte hit ratio.
The latency time represents the total amount of time the server downloaded the object until the client
implemented the cache. Metric hit ratio represents the number of objects the user gets from the cache
and the total number of objects obtained. The byte hit ratio represents the number of objects obtained
from the buffered user and the total number of objects obtained.

Comparison of three models in the case of different cache file size, the results are shown in Table 1.

As you can see from Table 1, as the cache file size increases, the hit ratio of each model tends
to increase. But the upward trend of the two comparison models was slower, when the cache file
reached 3000KB. The hit ratios of various storage environment models , rsdis tool models and cloud
environment models reached 34.16% ,49.23% and 43.98% respectively, while the model in this paper
reached 80.14%. It can be seen that using this model can greatly reduce the redundancy of the database
cache files, improve the hit rate and improve the overall performance of the power information data
caching system.

Table 1: Metric hit ratio comparison (%)

Cache file size/KB Multiple storage
environment models

Rsdis tool model Cloud environment
model

Model of this
paper

200 5.41 7.38 6.23 10.48
400 7.06 10.95 7.58 15.62
600 9.95 13.66 9.92 20.39
800 12.38 16.82 13.83 25.41

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Cache file size/KB Multiple storage

environment models
Rsdis tool model Cloud environment

model
Model of this
paper

1000 14.27 19.34 15.36 30.68
1200 16.85 22.61 18.03 35.62
1400 18.64 25.74 20.74 40.19
1600 20.65 28.31 25.93 45.28
1800 22.37 31.05 28.50 50.33
2000 24.62 34.69 30.96 55.46
2200 26.85 37.09 32.75 60.84
2400 28.34 40.51 35.06 65.49
2600 30.16 43.59 38.54 70.31
2800 32.57 46.71 40.72 75.92
3000 34.16 49.23 43.98 80.14

The byte hit ratios of the three models are compared and the results are shown in Table 2.

As you can see from Table 2, similar to metric hit ratio, all four models increase byte hit ratio as
the cache file size increases. This model has a higher byte hit ratio than the comparison model. So it
can be proved that this model has better effect of eliminating redundancy.

Table 2: Byte hit ratio comparison (%)

Cache file size/KB Multiple storage
environment models

Rsdis tool model Cloud environment
model

Model of this
paper

50 6.38 9.32 10.06 11.68
100 8.54 12.45 12.84 16.34
200 10.95 15.85 17.28 28.78
400 12.54 18.39 20.86 33.37
800 14.62 21.25 25.47 42.95
1600 16.82 24.94 28.21 49.85
3200 18.64 27.62 31.58 57.38
6400 20.61 30.19 33.43 61.67
12800 22.95 33.54 35.10 77.86
25600 24.28 36.98 39.66 86.95

Comparing the latency times of the three models with different cache file sizes, the results are
shown in Fig. 3.

As you can see from Fig. 3, the latency of each model decreases as the cache file grows. In contrast,
this model has the shortest latency, which shows that this model has a faster cache efficiency in caching
database files.

The byte hit ratio and index hit ratio of each model are compared under different computer
memory sizes. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Comparison of different memory hit ratios (%)

Hit rate Computer
memory size/GB

Multiple storage
environment models

Rsdis tool
model

Cloud environment
model

Model of
this paper

Byte hit rate/% 2 20.64 62.58 60.23 98.24
4 25.71 65.16 64.84 98.28
6 30.85 68.44 69.63 98.36
8 35.48 71.24 73.19 98.38
8 40.06 74.62 76.92 98.47
10 45.84 77.85 79.14 98.49
12 50.13 80.61 82.83 98.54

Indicator hit 2 28.64 63.59 84.99 98.25
rate/% 4 33.47 66.16 86.17 98.35

6 38.95 69.85 87.39 98.51
8 43.88 72.15 88.94 98.54
8 48.62 75.62 89.47 98.61
10 53.55 78.24 90.31 98.72
12 58.92 81.68 92.63 98.79

Analysis of Table 3 shows that with the increase of computer memory, the hit rate of the three
comparison models gradually increases. The computer memory size directly affects the model cache
hit rate. Only computers with large enough memory can achieve a high cache hit rate; The byte hit rate
and index hit rate of the method in this paper are both high. At the same time, the stability of the hit
rate of the model in this paper is relatively high, and the size of the computer memory will not have a
serious impact on the cache hit rate. It can ensure the smooth operation of the data cache of the power
information system.
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Compare the memory usage and CPU usage of the three models with different cache file sizes.
The experimental results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Comparison results of memory and CPU utilization

Occupancy
classification

Cache file
size/KB

Multiple storage
environment models

Rsdis tool
model

Cloud environment
model

Model of
this paper

Memory
usage/%

500 63.14 56.34 55.82 23.64
1000 69.32 61.39 53.97 23.79
2000 72.65 65.27 50.18 24.52
4000 76.82 69.33 48.38 24.66
8000 81.35 70.25 47.12 24.75
16000 86.52 71.36 45.96 24.86
32000 89.34 75.28 44.82 24.93
64000 90.24 79.66 42.19 25.15

CPU usage/% 500 52.49 61.25 40.86 12.35
1000 61.25 65.39 39.62 12.51
2000 64.95 68.32 38.12 12.59
4000 71.25 71.05 36.08 12.61
8000 75.68 72.66 35.76 12.75
16000 79.31 75.91 31.92 12.82
32000 80.16 78.29 30.52 12.95
64000 82.64 82.06 29.11 13.06

From the analysis of Table 4, it can be seen that compared with the three comparison models, the
memory occupancy rate and CPU occupancy rate of the model in this paper are lower. It shows that
the use of the model in this paper will not affect the operation state of the power information system,
and even improve the operation effect of the system. It has a positive impact on the system and has
broad application prospects.

4 Conclusion

At present, the power information system often has a huge amount of data, and the concurrent
access volume is high. A database caching model must be explored. It can greatly reduce the cache
occupancy rate and also has a high de-redundancy and hit rate. Aiming at the above problems, this
paper proposes a database caching model for power information systems based on deep learning.
This paper uses the regression tree as the basis for the cache model of the power information system,
and learns the residuals on the training set through machine learning. The actual use of the power
information system as the research object to carry out practical verification, the method in this paper
has a high hit rate and a short delay time. This method can always maintain a good hit rate even
under different computer memory. At the same time, the method in this paper only takes up less space
occupancy and less CPU occupancy during actual operation. It is conducive to the efficient and fast
operation of the power information system.
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